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EDITOR’S NOTE
Welcome to the second edition of AKADi – the
magazine powered by you!
Akadi means a source of light in the Ghanaian
language Ewe. This publication aims to illuminate
those transformative actions and inspiring
experiences of Ghanaians on home soil and
those in the Diaspora.
In this edition, we hear from individuals who are
challenging and disrupting stereotypes about
Africa and what it means to be African through
their personal stories. Read about the only
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qualified Ghanaian paragliding pilot operating
in the country, and the strides he is making to
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challenge perceptions about adventure sports in

comes from an alopecia advocate who talks

Ghana.

about her experiences, the need for well-being
and body confidence.

An LGBTQI campaigner, who famously rejected
the UK Queen’s Honours award for service to

I am a journalist and blogger, and the stories

society, explains why her views on the

featured here represent a snapshot of articles I

Commonwealth, colonialism and homophobia

regularly write about on www.msbwrites.co.uk.

shaped her decision.

These narratives need to be told and owned by
us and that is the aim of AKADi. Only through

And read about a living legend in Ghana’s film

ownership can we decolonise perceptions of a

and theatre industries, who continues to shape

vast continent, varied people and cultures, and

and inspire many in the business today.

bring more balance to the often accepted ‘single
story’ on Africa and Africans.

This magazine touches on topics of identity and
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belonging from one writer who reflects on the

Abena Serwaa

experience of being British and Ghanaian, and

Editor-in-chief

living in the Diaspora. Another important voice

abena30@hotmail.com
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Business

BREAKING
BARRIERS

IN COMMUNICATION
Meet the young entrepreneur who looks set to make the phrase
‘lost in translation’ obsolete with the launch of his latest wireless technology.
His name is Danny Manu. He is a British-Ghanaian engineer and music
producer, and at 29 years old, he launched a Bluetooth device that can
translate from one language to another. He talks to MisBeee about his
invention.

Mymanu Founder and CEO Danny Manu
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Danny Manu is the Founder

company. The first is Gabby,

and CEO of Manchester-based

Mymanu’s waterproof Bluetooth

start-up company Mymanu and

shower speaker. This device

the brains behind Mymanu

allows users to access their

Clik + – the Bluetooth earbud

phone calls or music remotely

device that allows users

with equal clarity.

speaking in one language to
converse with someone else

TROUBLE-SHOOTER

speaking another.

The inspiration came from
Danny’s little daughter Gabby

10

CAN YOU EAR ME?

who decided to ‘bath’ her dad’s

The concept sounds fantastical

phone some years back without

and futuristic – I know – but as I

realising her actions rendered

write this article, the number of

the phone useless. Instead of

celebrities endorsing the product

having an understandable freak

is steadily rising.

out, Danny had a ‘light bulb’

A quick check on Mymanu’s

moment and came up with an

website and the list includes

invention.

Black-ish executive producer

“I’ve always wanted to develop

Anthony Anderson and music

products that would change

producer Randy Jackson.

people’s lives and empower

Mymanu Clik + is the second

them,” the Edmonton-born

major offering from this start-up

entrepreneur said.

www.misbeee.blogspot.co.uk

“I’VE ALWAYS
WANTED TO
DEVELOP
PRODUCTS THAT
WOULD CHANGE
PEOPLE’S LIVES
AND EMPOWER
THEM.”

“Being able to listen to music in the
shower is always a problem
because of the risk of it getting wet,
so I developed the speakers to deal
with that.”
Danny ended up securing a
global distribution deal with British
DIY and home improvement retailer
B&Q and proceeds from this

invention were then reinvested in 2014 to develop Mymanu Clik +.
ENTREPRENEURIAL STREAK
Danny’s passion to understand the mechanics behind how objects
function can be traced back to his childhood when he enjoyed
dismantling and building things.
He is also pretty self-sufficient and extremely focussed, and from an
early age exhibited the hallmarks of being an entrepreneur. Danny
was born in London in 1988. His mother died when he was just
seven years old and the young Danny was sent to live and be
schooled in Accra, Ghana until his late teens. He returned to London
and by 16 years old, he had left home, was studying in college and
was earning his own money. By age 17, he was creating music for

www.msbwrites.co.uk
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Keen to focus on his profession, Danny trained first in mechanical
engineering and went on to learn about aeronautics, product
development, new innovation and technology, “I then decided to
focus on what I really wanted to do, which was finding out the
problems we are facing and creating products that would make life
easier for us.”
PIONEER
The Mymanu Clik + looks likely to do that because it taps into two
challenges the public have communicated to Danny – microphone
recording companies and artists. He had his own company called
XWave Productions by 2007, and along with a friend, recorded
music that was selected for a Channel 4 Evo Music Rooms
competition in 2010.
MANU AND MUSIC
The north Londoner is also friends with and produced music with
fellow British Ghanaian Fleur East before she made it big on
X Factor. “I got to know her through a church performance,” he said.
“I was the keyboardist and she was performing.
We ended up practising, and rehearsing in my studio, and
produced a record. We were working together before X Factor but it
was through that that she decided to go for the show.”
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sound quality and tackling the language barrier. Mymanu Clik + is the

knowledge to do so. But of course, the obvious question for now is if

first technology of its kind in the world that can translate up to 37

we can expect Ghanaian languages to feature on Mymanu Clik +.

languages in real time, according to Danny.

Danny, who is fluent in Twi, assures MisBeee that he has not ruled that

The small nature of the earbuds and the need to pack lots of

out.

functionality into a tiny surface area forced Danny and his small
engineering team to invent the technology.
“We kept asking engineers to help us but they said this could not be
done. As a result, we ended up inventing different technologies to
make it possible. We managed to compress all of that

At the time of writing this article, the Mymanu Clik+ retailed at $329 (approx. £260). To
find out more, visit www.mymanu.com

technology in a really tiny space which allows users to control the
product with a flick of their fingers. We also developed something
called two-way driver technology to deliver high sound quality.
No one has got two-way technology in any true wireless earbud
because it is too much work and it is not cheap,” said Danny, who
used his savings and crowdfunded to raise money.
GETTING CREATIVE
According to Danny, the military and healthcare are among the
sectors interested in the product. Mymanu Clik + has added
appeal because there is a desktop app version that transcribes
conversations automatically.
Looking forward, Danny wants to take his technology to the African
continent, and develop incubator programmes aimed at equipping
people keen to create new technology with the training and
Gabby – the waterproof
Bluetooth shower speaker
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Film

THE POWER OF
STORYTELLING:
ERNEST KOFI
ABBEYQUAYE
Ernest Kofi Abbeyquaye cut his acting teeth in1960, after showing a
childhood talent for storytelling. This stalwart of the Ghanaian theatre, film
and TV industries has notched up an impressive number of accolades – the
latest was becoming a GUBA Black Star Awardee and gaining the Television and Film Pioneer Award in 2018 in London. He speaks to MisBeee
about his early beginning as a storyteller and the time (Dame) Judi Dench
performed in Ghana.
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If not for a relative,

18

read when I was a kid,” said

award-winning Ernest Kofi

Ernest. “She made sure I read

Abbeyquaye may have ended

by constantly asking me to retell

up as an agriculturalist and not

the stories to her. She introduced

the prolific producer, director,

me to the love of ancient history

writer and actor he has

with the books on Greek

become. Now in his 80s, he

mythology and Roman history.”

has been instrumental in shaping

Ernest’s fertile imagination had

young minds in Ghana’s literary,

no bounds as a youngster.

film and TV worlds, and also in

“Reading was a pleasure, a

championing the promotion of

hobby and an obligation,” he

African stories and storytelling.

said. “I would recount stories I

He credits his older sister

had read such as The Arabian

Comfort Engmann, who taught

Nights, works by Hans Christian

English and religion at a

Andersen, and Wonder Tales

number of schools in Ghana, as

From Many Lands, by Anon

the person who inspired his love

E. Mouse, which I loved. And

of reading. Others were an

when I didn’t have stories, I

uncle and his teacher Professor

would make them up. This has

Joe de Graft.

been my life and I think it has

“My big sister was the one

contributed to this ability to

who got me started reading by

imagine, to create out of

providing me with the books to

nothing.”

www.misbeee.blogspot.co.uk

“READING
WAS A
PLEASURE,
A HOBBY
AND AN
OBLIGATION.”

He was able to conjure up convincing
stories, which got him out of trouble
when he took a little too long running
errands for his mother. And unlike other
children of his age, Ernest wasn’t too
afraid of staying out late into the night
to test the truth behind an urban
legend about a ghostly figure that

reportedly roamed in his hometown of Nsawam, Eastern Region.
Ernest soon developed a reputation as a storyteller in school and
became the principle person his teacher would call upon when the
class needed to be entertained while she popped out.
ACTING ROADSHOWS
Storytelling continued from his primary and secondary school days
into university. In 1960, he started as a student in the pioneer class
of the Arts Council Acting School, and graduated from the University
of Ghana’s School of Performing Arts with a Drama and Theatre Arts
Major. He went on to tutor in English literature and drama, between
1966 and 1970, during which time, he gained opportunities to write
scripts.
The experience taught him about writing style, and narration but also

www.msbwrites.co.uk
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gave him opportunities to collaborate with peers and shape young

to introduce a new generation of

breasts and combined with that,

minds.

Ghanaians to the works of writers

the Ghanaian heat had caused

such as Ama Ata Aidoo. “We

her collapse.”

“It was my teacher Professor de Graft that suggested we stage plays

would perform her plays and

and bring the theatre to the people. We toured schools across

would call on her to come and

As a result of the performance,

Ghana, between 1964 and 1966, introducing drama to students.

meet the audience. Students who

which was funded by the British

I can say without any fear of contradiction that a lot of people

saw our productions were able to

Council in Ghana, Ernest won

became interested in literature and drama as a result and are still in

talk to us and the actors, and ask

a scholarship to undertake post-

the industry today.”

questions.”

graduate professional training at
The National Film and Television

He lists Ekow Smith Asante, Fred Amugi, Juliet Asante and
Gameli Tordzo among the people that were inspired by his and his

SCHOLARSHIP

School (NFTS) at Beaconsfield

peers’ work. Through his efforts and those of his peers, they were able

OPPORTUNITY

Studios in Beaconsfield,

In the academic year of

Buckinghamshire, England.

1964/1965, (Dame) Judi Dench

NFTS was established in 1971

came to Ghana and performed

and Ernest studied there

Shakespeare’s A Midsummer’s

between 1972 and 1975.

Night’s Dream.
“I remember there was a request

“We were the second intake

for a doctor during the

and I was the only African,” he

performance because Judi had

said. “There was an Egyptian

collapsed on the stage. Later on,

lady, but she dropped out.”

we got to know that, because
Ernest Abbeyquaye played a
paramount chief in the award-winning
film Beast of No Nation
Image credit: producers of Beast of No
Nation sourced by Ernest Abbeyquaye
20
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she was playing a boy, she

ACCOLADES

had had to bandage down her

When he returned to Ghana,
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he plugged himself back into

family business Trumpet Africa

Ghana’s film and TV scene.

Productions.

financial sponsorship, explores the impact that differing religions and

He rose up the ranks at Ghana’s

He serves on several committees

cultural practices had during the colonial period in Ghana.

National Film Institute (NAFTI) to

and boards linked to arts –

deputy director, and executive

including NAFTI. He even

producer of Ghana Films

came out of retirement to star in

Industry Corporation (GFIC).

Death After Birth in 2011, and

To find out more about Ernest’s work, visit:

His work has taken him across

played a paramount chief in the

http://www.trumpetafrica.com/ and visit https://soundcloud.com/misbeee-writes/

Ghana, and Africa, and

award-winning film Beast of No

in-conversation-with to hear his story

included Ghanaian and foreign

Nation in 2015.

co-productions.
He has written and directed

He is currently working on a

several features, documentaries

script called The Son of the

and films including

Tiger – about an African chief

Ghana Reborn and

who gives his son to a Roman

Chronicles of Odumkrom – the

Catholic priest to be trained.

Headmaster – produced by the

The script, which is open to
You can watch the
trailer for The

22
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Chronicles of

Theodorah Amuah plays the headmaster’s daughter in

Odumkrom – the

Chronicles of Odumkrom – the Headmaster.

Headmaster here.

Image credit: Trumpet Africa
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Literature

Born in Ghana and raised in the UK, fictional character Faye Bonsu grapples
with understanding her British-Ghanaian identity after a trip to the Motherland
in the novel From Pasta to Pigfoot. MisBeee speaks to novelist Frances
Mensah Williams about how she uses the book to articulate issues of identity,
belonging and cultural awakening.

BELONGING
AND IDENTITY –
THE EXPERIENCE OF
BEING A
BRITISH GHANAIAN
24

From Pasta to Pigfoot follows

Faye’s dual cultural influences.

the adventures of Faye Bonsu –

Faye was born in Ghana (home

a 20-something British

to the delicacy of pigfoot, which

Ghanaian – who discovers

is also eaten across Africa and

that there is more to life than her

the Caribbean) but grew up in

mundane job as a PA in London,

England (hence the reference to

and being with her useless

the West and pasta).

boyfriend. Her life takes on an
exciting twist when she visits

Although not autobiographical,

relatives in Ghana and embarks

Frances was inspired to write the

on a journey of self-discovery.

novel after drawing on her own
experiences as a Ghanaian
living in England.

CULTURAL DUALITY
Food is an important metaphor
in the book and the title – From

This cultural duality fuels Faye’s

Pasta to Pigfoot – draws on

exploration into her heritage, her

All images credited to Frances Mensah Williams
www.misbeee.blogspot.co.uk
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understanding of Ghana’s social and economic landscape – and
insight into how Africans born or raised outside of the continent

“This is a book about Ghana today and Africans today,” she said.
“I am not really interested in telling the story about colonialism and the

navigate these two worlds.

negative side of our cultures.

“I think it’s very hard for people who don’t know what it is like to

“This has been talked about many times. I want to focus on the bit

be a minority to understand how powerful it is [when you go back
to the Motherland] to look around and see yourself reflected in
people’s faces,” said Frances.

that doesn’t get talked about and that is today’s Africans who are very
cosmopolitan, very middle class, exposed to the same sort of media,
news, activities, art, fashion as everywhere else in the world.”

“When you live in a society where you stand out visibly, you
become aware of it but it is almost like your norm every day. You
automatically put on armour in order not to be bothered by the fact

From Pasta to Pigfoot was published in

that you don’t see yourself reflected in the people that surround you.

May 2015 by

So, when you go to a country or a place where that doesn’t apply

Jacaranda Books Art and Music Ltd. A

anymore, that allows you to drop that armour, just relax and just be.”

year later, From Pasta to Pigfoot:
Second Helpings was published. Pick
up either on Amazon.

CHALLENGING STEREOTYPES
Frances is keen to push these complex

For more on Frances, visit:

conversations further and uses the novel

http://francesmensahwilliams.

to challenge cultural stereotypes about

com/

Africa and being African. While this

and watch her on YouTube:

book does not shy away from issues of

Part 1, Part 2 and Part 3

economic hardship in Ghana and the country’s slave trading past,
Frances is also keen to contemporise what it means to be African.

26
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Be part of the movement to
challenge and disrupt the
stereotypes often associated with
Africa and Africans.

contact: abena30@hotmail.com

1

Image credit (left page): Matheus Len’s
Design (left page): Elisia Brown
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32
LGBTQI

EXPLORING
INTERSECTIONALITY
AND EMPIRE
Phyll Opoku-Gyimah is a LGBTQI activist and co-founder, trustee and
executive director of the not-for-profit organisation UK Black Pride.
She famously turned down the UK Queen’s Honour in 2016,
sparking criticism from some within the LGBTQI community. She
speaks to MisBeee about her journey.

Image source: Phyll Opoku-Gyimah
Image credit: Ajamu Fine Art Photography
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“If I stand here in my true

to Phyll Opoku-Gyimah. These

and make sure other LGBTQI

authentic self, it means I stand

words were in response to a

organisations are aware and

here and am able to talk

question about which prejudice

act on them,” she said.

about race without having to

– racism, homophobia or sexism

leave my gender at the door.

– she would choose to tackle if

I stand here and talk about

she only had one option.

gender without having to

There is often an assumption

leave my sexual orientation at

that multiple prejudices cannot

the door. I stand here being a

be tackled collectively and that

lesbian – part of the lesbian

equality has to be achieved in

gay bisexual queer and

one before moving on to

intersex (LGBTQI) family –

another.

without having to leave a

But Phyll vehemently disagrees

hidden disability at the door.

and believes that intersectionality

Being authentic and

– the idea that prejudices need

turning up the volume on who

to be tackled together – is the

AUTHENTIC AND
TURNING UP THE
QUEEN’S HONOUR
VOLUME ON WHO
It is this steely resolve and
YOU ARE MEANS
uncompromising commitment
THAT YOU TALK
to her beliefs that made Phyll,
ABOUT IT ALL.
also known as Lady Phyll, such
IT’S A COLLECTIVE
a talking point at the beginning
STRUGGLE AND
of 2016. She was nominated
YOUR STRUGGLE
for the title of Member of the
MUST BE
British Empire (MBE) for
MY STRUGGLE
services to the LGBTQI
AND MY STRUGGLE
community in the Queen’s
MUST BE YOURS.”
New Year’s Honours List. But

you are means that you talk

only way to achieve true

when she turned it down in January that year, she not only became

about it all. It’s a collective

equality.

a media sensation overnight but polarised opinion within the very

struggle and your struggle

“Some organisations may lose

community she had long sought to support.

must be my struggle and my

sight that Black lesbians, for

“I had overwhelming support, encouragement and praise but there

struggle must be yours.”

example, also have to deal with

was a minority that spoke the loudest,” she said. “It was the

racism. Our role at UK Black

institutionalised racism that stood out for me. I was saying no [to

Pride is to highlight these issues

the honour] because of something that I believe in. I didn’t expect

These powerful words belong

34
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everybody to agree with me. But

honour that clearly has never

more to challenge homophobia on the African continent – namely

I didn’t expect the disrespect that

thought about or talked about

in Ghana – where she originates from. Ghana is one of 19 African

came with it.

the impact colonialisation has

countries [at the time of writing this article] that still upholds laws

“It was so hurtful when you

had on people and countries

dating back to the 1860s.

realise that people who have

that are still in the Common-

Clearly, those critics were not aware of her affiliation with Pan-African

faced oppression will not

wealth and still carry those

organisation OUT & Proud Diamond Group. She was also behind

actually support another who

sodomy laws. So, in accepting

fierce lobbying for gay rights in Nigeria around the time the

has been oppressed,” she said.

the title, I can’t be true to

country’s anti-gay bill was being passed in January 2013, under

“There becomes a hierarchy of

myself.”

Jonathan Goodluck’s presidency.

inequality and the moment you

The Queen is the head of the

have a hierarchy of inequality,

Commonwealth of Nations – the

EARLY DAYS

you have lost the fight already.”

international body that was

Thinking back to her own experiences growing up in a Ghanaian

created out of the now defunct

household during 1970s London, Lady Phyll felt pressure to conform.

EMPIRE

British Empire. Of the 53

Lady Phyll believes the personal

Commonwealth states, 35 still

attacks were because some

have laws that criminalise

people did not understand the

same-sex relationships [at the

wider issue of colonialisation.

time of writing this article].

“I don’t believe in the empire

36

and I am not for the

HOMOPHOBIA ACROSS

establishment,” she said. “But

AFRICA

more importantly, it was about

Among the public’s comments

what it means to accept an

were calls for Lady Phyll to do

www.misbeee.blogspot.co.uk

Phyll with UK Black Pride volunteers at the annual UKBP event in
Haggerston
People
partying Park, London, July 2019
Image credit: Elainea Emmottwww.msbwrites.co.uk
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She married young and had two

UK BLACK PRIDE

children.

The organisation works with
groups supporting the

“It wasn’t that I knew that I was

fundamental human rights of

a lesbian then,” said Phyll, who

LGBTQI people through

is now a grandmother.

education, the arts, cultural

“What I knew was that this [her

events and advocacy. UK Black

marital situation] was not right

Pride started out in 2006 with

and I had feelings towards other

regular social outings for Black

women. Growing up, our

lesbians and bisexual women.

parents don’t sit us down and

As the community and frequency

tell us that this is what lesbianism

of the meetings grew, the

looks like. We don’t have these

organisation started to admit

conversations – so I couldn’t

Black men and people who

explain what was happening

considered themselves to be

to me.”

politically Black. Today, the
organisation represents LGBTQI

38

Despite some family support,

people of African, Arab, Asian,

the emotional pressure took its

Caribbean and Latin American

toll on her and she eventually

heritage, and stages networking

divorced. It is out of those early

and social activities that

experiences that the seeds of UK

culminate in an annual free Pride

Black Pride were born.

event. This year (2019) event

www.misbeee.blogspot.co.uk

Phyll addresses revellers at the UK Black Pride summer
event at Haggerston Park, London, July 2019
Image credit: Elainea Emmott
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took place on Sunday 7 July at Haggerston Park in London and is
expected to return in summer 2020.
CLOUDS AND SILVER LININGS
Lady Phyll admits that the media attention surrounding the MBE helped
to propel UK Black Pride and her other work more keenly into the
public eye. She sits on the race relations committee of the Trade

MSBCI WORDSMITHS, PRESENT SKILLS SPACE

WE’LL HELP YOU THINK AND WRITE SMART!

Union Congress (TUC), works with independent race equality think
tank the Runnymede Trust, and is a trustee of LGBT rights charity
Stonewall. She has sat on the government’s race relations committee
and is a patron of the Albert Kennedy Trust. Phyll is also the Executive
Director of global LGBTQ human rights charity Kaleidoscope
International Trust and as a result of her appointment, became the first
Black woman to head up a LGBT human rights charity in the global

• Visit our WORD CLINIC and let us review your academic work:
thesis, dissertations, project proposals, CVs & applications….
• Make an appointment with our SKILLS DOCTOR and let us
develop your academic skills: report writing, presentation skills,
critical review of literature

north.
“I see it as a great thing – the work we do got a platform,” she said.
“Would it [UK Black Pride] have the same platform if I had accepted
the honour? Maybe for a few minutes but I would have been another
name on the list.”
WE ARE LOCATED ON INSTAGRAM @MSBCIWORDSMITHS
IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO BOOK A CONSULTATION,

Find out more about UK Black Pride here: https://www.ukblackpride.org.uk/
PLEASE EMAIL AT MSBCIWORDSMITH@GMAIL.COM,
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OR CALL ABENA ON +44(0)7957588795 OR WHATSAPP EPIFANIA ON
+233(0)204600260.
www.misbeee.blogspot.co.uk
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Well-Being

ONE
WOMAN’S
JOURNEY
TO SELFACCEPTANCE
Miss Eva Newlove has used adversity in her life
to create motivational platforms that support
ordinary people doing extraordinary things.
She speaks to MisBeee about how she learned
to accept her alopecia, size and dyspraxia.
Image credited to Miss Newlove
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Well-Being

Looking at Miss Eva Newlove

voices of others in her commu-

with her snatched waist, hour-

nities. And in doing so, she is

glass figure and funky hairstyle,

helping to change the way she

and it is hard to believe that she

views herself.

Eva is keen to challenge
negative perceptions of
plus-size women

ever suffered from body
confidence issues or that she

“I’ve always been a big girl

deals with alopecia and

from a young age and I’ve

dyspraxia (a development

always wanted to be slim, like

co-ordination condition).

my mum,” said Eva, who is also

The Nottingham-born mother-of-

known by her Ghanaian name

two grew up being plagued by

Yaa Braigo. “My mum is

the same insecurities about her

petite, fair, with a small nose

weight and looks that many of

and used to wear tight dresses

us have experienced, and even

and had an amazing body.

turned down media career

I used to wonder why I didn’t

opportunities – believing she

look like her. I think that is where

did not have what it takes to do

some of my insecurities stemmed

them.

from.”

But rather than allow those fears

44

to grind her down, she has

HAIR LOSS

transformed them into platforms

By the age of 21, after Eva had

that support and amplify the

had her daughter, she noticed
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she was losing her hair at the

kept braiding my hair and

confidence meant she hid them

sides. She admits she did every-

covering it up.”

under a lace wig. As her locs

thing from dyeing to relaxing her

grew, the patches became more

hair – sometimes on the same

Seven months later, Eva noticed

noticeable, and it was harder to

day – in her mid-teens, but was

that her hair loss progressed

hide the dreds under the wig.

never perturbed by the impact

to the back of her head which

on her hair because it was thick

prompted her to start weaving

“I had to interview people as

and always grew back.

her hair – a hair style that had

part of my PR manager role – I

become trendy at the time.

used to work in the Ghanaian

But while Eva was transitioning

46

entertainment scene in the UK

“A LOT OF MY
INSECURITIES
HAVE BEEN IN
MY HEAD BUT I
DECIDED LAST
YEAR TO
ACCEPT ALL
THE THINGS
ABOUT ME –
THE ALOPECIA,
DYSPRAXIA,
MY SIZE – AND
WORK WITH
IT.”

from relaxed hair to natural, she

“I did that for four years and

– but I would make excuses

gave birth and noticed that her

had patches – the size of three

because I didn’t think I looked

hair came out when she was

two-pence pieces – on my left

good enough in public.”

braiding one side of her head.

and right sides and at the back.

The turning point came in April

“I was so shocked, I just went

The hair on my crown would

2013 during a trip to Ghana

to bed,” she said. “I woke up

fluctuate between becoming

when her friend advised her to skin fade her sides and back, way

and tried to braid the other side

thinner and thicker over a

before the style was trendy.

and the same thing happened.

period of eight years. All that

“I just didn’t think it was me because I have always been a weave

When I eventually took out the

time, I never spoke about it

girl not a natural girl. But when I did it and looked in the mirror, it

braids, I noticed that my hair on

because I was embarrassed.”

looked good. I walked out and I felt so powerful, it was a new me.

the sides fell out.

By her 30s, Eva had grown

In the beginning, I got mixed reactions from people and it took me a

I was too scared to tell anyone

tired of weaving and opted to

year to feel comfortable with it. But it has been the best thing I have

or go to the doctors – so I just

locs her hair but lack of

ever done.”
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The experience has brought Eva into contact with a
Plus-size model Eva photographed in a
market in Jamestown, Accra
Image credit: Miss Newlove and
photographer Joseph Mayorr

range of women living alopecia, undergoing treatment
and dealing with the self-esteem issues that follow it.
“I am still learning about alopecia but these
experiences have taught me that alopecia is a big deal.
It is not necessarily about wearing tight weaves and
braids, sometimes hair loss is out of your control.”
MOTIVATIONAL NETWORKING
Eva is very passionate about creating a platform that
amplifies the voices of ordinary people living through
adversity and transforming their lives.
She established The Newlove Xperience in 2017 after
graduating from university and wanting to create
something purpose-filled that could help people
transform their lives.
The motivational networking society is designed to
inspire, empower and support individuals to attain their
goals. Through themed annual events, she brings in
professionals to speak about their expertise, allowing
people to gain advice, learn – through masterclasses
and workshops – and network. She also hosts a weekly
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live show on Omega TV called Goal Diggers, where she
interviews people with inspiring stories about entrepreneurship and lifestyle to share them.
The future looks bright for Eva. She is signed to the
Accra-based Plus Size Modelling Agency Ghana, and
although her dyspraxia – which was not diagnosed until her
30s – makes it hard for her to concentrate for long hours
and retain information, she has a BSc in Business Management, and is considering reading a MSc in Social Work.
“A lot of my insecurities have been in my head but I
decided last year (2018) to accept all the things about me
– the alopecia, dyspraxia, my size – and work with it.”

To learn more about Eva’s work, visit her on: Goal Diggers, and Newlove
Xperience
Instagram: @missnewlove; @goaldiggersonline; @thenewlovexperience

TV presenter Bisi Akins, Miss Newlove,
and Akeem Aremu, Founder of the
National African & Caribbean Wedding
Show
Image credit: Miss Eva Newlove
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Sport

CHALLENGING STEREOTYPES
FROM THE SKIES
Jonathan Adjin Quaye is a self-confessed
adventure sports junkie with paragliding
among the wealth of activities he loves to do.
He is also Ghana’s only certified paragliding
pilot, and is probably the only African
operating in West Africa.
All images credited to Jonathan Adjin Quaye
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Gliding over the Kwahu

of flying after seeing a book

an administration and finance

to become a certified

Hills, with the wind under

on planes as a 10-year-

consultant, Jonathan finds the

paragliding pilot.

his feet and surrounded by a

old. He went on to partici-

opportunity to practise his

panoramic view of Ghana’s

pate in an after-school club

paragliding passion.

Eastern Region, is the only

called Head of State Award

qualified Ghanaian

Scheme in Ghana (the Duke

“I got the chance to

at a school in Pune, (the

paragliding pilot operating

of Edinburgh Awards in the

paraglide at the annual

western Indian state of

in the country. This is accord-

UK) that promoted outdoor

Easter Heritage Paragliding

Maharashtra) called Temple

ing to figures from one of the

sports and successfully

Festival in the Kwahu Hills

Pilots. That is where I became

largest paragliding associa-

completed all the competitive

in Ghana’s Eastern Region

a certified paragliding pilot,

tions in the world – the

activities within the scheme.

some years back and loved

which allows me to fly solo

Association of Paragliding

From then, he was bitten by

it,” said Jonathan. “I was later

without an instructor,” he said.

Pilots and Instructors. The

the bug and was keenly

trained by two US instructors

organisation trains travelling

interested in outdoor sports.

– Ed Stein and Chuck Smith

“I had to train outside

pilots and instructors and has

“I like the outdoors and I like

– who still lead on the annual

Ghana because the country

7,000 members across 122

nature; I see myself to be

event and from there decided

isn’t currently set up to

countries.

more comfortable in that

I wanted to keep on

support this kind of

environment,” he told Mis-

learning.”

cross-country training,” he

Since childhood, Jonathan

got my flying practise in India

Beee.

Adjin Quaye has had a
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“I was training in Ghana but

said. “But this doesn’t mean
By 2016, he had racked up

that in the future we could not

passion for the outdoors and

TRAINING IN INDIA

enough intensive flying

become a hub for this kind of

first fell in love with the idea

Despite working full time as

experience and flying hours

sport in much the same way
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that South Africa, Kenya,

on buying much-needed

van where he spends a lot of

Nepal, Turkey, and Spain

equipment and for training

his time living closer to

are. We just need more pilots

abroad. But Jonathan’s

nature.

able to fly and learn about

passion for the sport keeps

those areas of the country.”

him dedicated. “Flying is one

There is also a growing

of the purest things that nature

interest in adventure sports in

has to offer,” he said.

Ghana too, which is being

DEDICATION AND COST

reflected in the number of

As an adventure sport,
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paragliding is mentally and

TACKLING

groups springing up across

physically challenging.

STEREOTYPES

the country. They include

Enthusiasts have to carry a

It is also a great way to keep

online

bag that includes the harness,

fit and Jonathan is keen to

community

reserve harness and

encourage more of a sports

groups

glider, weighing around

and fitness culture in Ghana.

Adventure GH

15kg, while flying thousands

He aims to approach this

(part of

of metres above the ground.

by first getting Ghanaians to

Encounter

At his peak, Jonathan has

challenge their perceptions

Ghana), Abibikwantuo and

flown to a height of 3,000m

of adventure sports as being

BraveHearts Expeditions – a

off the ground. They also

‘un-African’ and only a

company that promotes out-

have to make informed

European pastime. Jonathan

door adventure activities.

decisions about weather

not only paraglides but

Meanwhile,

conditions before deciding to

dabbles in cycling, rock

adventure sports have also

fly. It is also costly. Jonathan

climbing, hiking and has

made it onto Ghana’s TV

has spent over US$10,000

recently invested in a camper

screens in the shape of
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“FLYING;
IT IS ONE OF THE
PUREST THINGS THAT
NATURE
HAS TO OFFER.”

Jonathan’s paragliding activities in
Lonavala, India, March 2019 57

Spear of Survival, West Africa’s only reality TV adventure
programme.

him to accompany novices in the air, like Ed and Chuck can,
moving him one step closer to becoming an instructor.

FUTURE PARAGLIDERS
Therein lies an opportunity for the Ghanaian government to
capitalise on events such as the Heritage Paragliding Festival to
create incentives for more Ghanaians to follow in Jonathan’s

To speak to Jonathan about paragliding opportunities or other adventure sporting
activities, connect with him on Instagram @peaksandvalleys_outdoors

footsteps.
“The youngsters in Kwahu [where the annual paragliding event
takes place] always get involved and some have spent a
decade participating since the Festival started,” said Jonathan.
“They know how to prepare the equipment, open the gliders
and some have become adept at measuring when the weather
and the wind speed is favourable for flying,” he said. “It would
be a laudable idea for the government to fund training for the
youngsters that want to get into paragliding. I don’t think it’s fair
for them not to learn formally. They cannot afford to, but if they
get the basic training and are able to generate money over time,
they can become pilots,” he said.
For Jonathan, the training continues. He has already completed
around 60 hours of flying and is aiming to get his advanced pilot
and tandem pilot certifications by 2020. The latter would allow
Jonathan feels at home in the skies
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YEAR OF
RETURN
Have you considered relocating to the
Motherland but don’t know what to
expect?
Read the unique experiences of those
that did – in our forthcoming issue.
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